Modular camera mounts & accessories

instructions

Select your camera

Select your mounting option

Jump back to the mounting index
AUTODOME IP 4000i
NDP-4502-Z12 | NDP-4502-Z12C (in-ceiling)
indoor installation only

Wall mount
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Pole mount
- Pole mount
- Pole mount with surface mount box

In-ceiling mount
- In-ceiling mount

Surface mount
- Surface mount box

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.
A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating)

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories
AUTODOME IP 5000i / IP 5000i IR
indoor / outdoor installations

Wall mount
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with wall mount plate
- Pendant wall mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with wall mount plate
- Pendant pipe mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Corner mount
- Corner mount with wall mount plate
- Corner mount with surveillance cabinet

In-ceiling mount
- In-ceiling mount

Pole mount
- Pole mount with wall mount plate
- Pole mount with surveillance cabinet

Parapet mount
- Pendant parapet mount

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.
A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating)

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories
FLEXIDOME IP 3000i IR
NDE-3502-AL | NDE-3503-AL
indoor / outdoor installations

Wall mount
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Pole mount
- Pole mount
- Pole mount with surface mount box

Corner mount
- Corner mount with surface mount box

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.
A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating).

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories
FLEXIDOME IP 4000i / IP 5000i indoor

NDi-4502-A | NDi-4502-AL | NDi-5503-A | NDi-5503-AL

indoor installation only

Wall mount
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Pole mount
- Pole mount with wall mount
- Pole mount with surface mount box

In-ceiling
- In-ceiling mount

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.

A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating)

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories
FLEXIDOME IP 4000i / IP 5000i outdoor
NDE-4502-A | NDE-4502-AL | NDE-5503-A | NDE-5503-AL
indoor / outdoor installations

Wall mount
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Pole mount
- Pole mount
- Pole mount with surface mount box
- Pole mount with surface mount box

Parapet mount
- Pendant parapet mount
- Pole mount
- Pole mount with surveillance cabinet

Corner mount
- Corner mount with surface mount box

In-ceiling mount
- In-ceiling mount

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.
A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating)

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories
FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000

NUC-52051-F0 | NUC-52051-F0E

indoor / outdoor installations

Wall mount
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Corner mount
- Corner mount
- Corner mount with surveillance cabinet
- Corner mount with surface mount box

Pole mount
- Pole mount
- Pole mount with surface mount box
- Pole mount with surveillance box

In-ceiling mount
- In-ceiling mount

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.
A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating).

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories

AUTODOME
- IP 4500i

AUTODOME
- IP 5000i / IP 5000i IR

FLEXIDOME
- IP 3000i IR
- IP 4000i / 5000i indoor
- IP 4000i / 5000i outdoor

FLEXIDOME
- IP panoramic 5000

FLEXIDOME
- IP panoramic 7000

FLEXIDOME
- IP starlight 8000I

DINION
- IP 4000i IR / 5000i IR / 6000i IR

DINION
- IP thermal 8000

DINION
FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 7000

NIN-70122-Fx(A)
indoor installation only

Wall mount
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Pole mount
- Pole mount
- Pole mount with surface mount box

In-ceiling mount
- In-ceiling mount

Surface mount box
- Surface mount box

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.
A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating).
FLEXIDOME IP starlight 8000i
NDE-8502-R | NDE-5802-RT | NDE-8503-R | NDE-8503-RT | NDE-8504-R
indoor / outdoor installations

Wall mount
- Weather protector
- Pendant wall mount
- Pendant wall mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pendant wall mount with surface mount box

Pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount
- Pendant pipe mount with surface mount box

Pole mount
- Pole mount
- Pole mount adapter small with surface mount box
- Pole mount with surveillance cabinet
- Pole mount large with on-camera weather protector

In-ceiling mount
- In-ceiling mount
- Plenum-rated in-ceiling mount kit

Parapet mount
- Pendant parapet mount

Paintable cover
- Paintable cover

Fiber
- Fiber Optic Ethernet Media Converter Kit

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet
- Modular camera mounts & accessories
DINION IP 4000i IR / 5000i IR / 6000i IR

NBE-4502-AL | NBE-5503-AL | NBE-6502-AL

indoor / outdoor installations

For more information check out the links below:
- Datasheet DINION IP 4000i IR
- Datasheet DINION IP 5000i IR
- Datasheet DINION IP 6000i IR

A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.
A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating)
A gray background behind the product means this is an indoor installation.

A blue background behind the product means this is an outdoor installation (IP66 rating)

For more information check out the links below:

Datasheet DINION IP thermal 8000